Evaluation of electronic correlation contributions for optical tensors of large systems using the incremental scheme.
A new method is developed to calculate the optical tensors of large systems based on available wave function correlation approaches (e.g., the coupled cluster ansatz) in the framework of the incremental scheme. The convergence behaviors of static first- and second-order polarizabilities with respect to the order of the incremental expansion are examined and discussed for the model system Ga(4)As(4)H(18). The many-body increments of optical tensors originate from the dipole-dipole coupling effects and the corresponding contributions to the incremental expansion are compared among local domains with different distances and orientations. The weight factors for increments of optical tensors are found to be tensorial in accordance with the structural symmetry as well as the polarization and the external electric field directions. The long-term goal of the proposed approach is to incorporate the sophisticated molecular correlation methods into the accurate wave function calculation of optical properties of large compounds or even crystals.